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Wageningen University &
Research will be using bibliometrics in the search for suitable
women for professorships. WUR
Library will track down candidates
on the basis of publication data.
Female professors are hard to ﬁnd.
Recruitment via the traditional
channels produces too few candidates. Human Resources is now
looking for new methods and
plans to do a trial with bibliometrics together with WUR Library.
The articles published by the chair
group will serve as the starting
point, explains information specialist Theo Jetten of WUR Library.
‘The ﬁrst step is to convert article
titles and abstracts into relevant
keywords. We will then discuss
with the appointment advisory
committee whether these keywords are meaningful. Then we
will use those keywords to search a

database for potential candidates.’
In the next stage, other bibliometric data will be used as
well, such as the H-index and citation scores, which give an indication of someone’s scientiﬁc
quality. Incidentally, the search
is not limited to women. Jetten:
‘The idea is to use this as a way
of identifying candidates that
you might otherwise miss, such
as international candidates.
The university wants more
women, but it is up to the appointment advisory committee
which candidates they then decide to approach.’
The new recruitment approach comes from Delft. Wageningen will be testing the instrument in the recruitment of
a new professor of Law, says
Hedwig Casteels of Corporate
Human Resources, which is responsible for recruiting profes-

PROFESSOR: ‘INACCURACIES IN
CONTROVERSIAL ONLINE LECTURE’
Leonie Janssen-Jansen, professor
of Land Use Planning, thinks the
online lecture by emeritus professor Arnold van der Valk should be
withdrawn again. She says the
lecture includes deliberately inaccurate statements.
Janssen-Jansen has been working
at WUR since 2015, and is Van der
Valk’s successor. Before that she
worked at the University of Amsterdam, where she did research on the
case Van der Valk talks about in his
online lecture on spatial planning.
Property developer SADC complained to WUR about inaccuracies
and framing in that lecture, which
is part of a MOOC (massive online
open course). Janssen-Jansen
agrees with SADC. ‘In 2002, the development plan established that
the area would become an industrial estate. So this is not about agricultural land, as Van der Valk
claims. And there was no speculation on the land; the amounts he
mentions are not abnormal for in-

dustrial estates.’
According to Janssen-Jansen,
the people at the care farm were able to stay there free of charge for 16
years. Not because of ‘bottom-up’
resistance, as they claim, but because nothing was being done with the
land because there were so many
disused ofﬁce buildings. ‘So it is
not true that SADC is now chasing
De Boterbloem off its farmland.’
According to Janssen-Jansen,
Van der Valk deliberately spreads
inaccurate information. ‘You can’t
expect me to believe that, as a professor, you are not aware of the development plan. Freedom of opinion and expression is good, but your
opinion should be based on facts.’
The online lecture was initially
taken ofﬂine after SADC’s complaints, but can now be watched
again, until a new version goes online. Not a good idea, says JanssenJansen. LvdN
Read too Point of View on page 22:
Avoid controversy in online lectures?
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WUR TO USE BIBLIOMETRICS TO FIND WOMEN

Roughly 20 percent of Wageningen professors are women. WUR’s target for
2020 is 25 percent.

sors. She hopes the new approach will highlight talented
women and international candidates in particular. Wageningen has at least six vacancies for
professorships this year. Recruitment for ﬁve of them started back in December, before
the new method was available.

WUR appointed four female
professors last year. Two were
personal professors and two
were professors holding a chair.
On the other hand, eight male
professors were appointed —
four personal professors and
four professors holding a chair.
RK, KvZ

ARE YOU
OUR NEW
BLOGGER?
Resource is looking for new Dutch and
international bloggers for Resource Online.
Requirements: interesting personality, opinionated, good
writer, student at WUR, funny, open minded, curious.
Interested in the job? Please leave us a message at
linda.vandernat@wur.nl

For everyone at Wageningen University & Research

resource-online.nl
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